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/NTROD ueT/ON

Since the beginning of this century the measure for scientifically-based forest management has been
sustainable timber yield (proportionally based on standing volume divided by nominal rotation age) from
native forests managed by Government forest agencies. Until recent times this index has been considered
as a suff,icientindicatorfor estimating the soundness offorest management practices. Since the mid 1980s,
environmental issues have formed a volatile part of the political and social scene. Increased public
awareness ofthe multiple values offorests has prompted State Forests ofNew South Wales to reassess the
estimation and scope of sustainability of its forest management.
In 1992 State Forests ofNew South Wales, through its Corporate Plan, stated that it would manage forests
under its charge on an ecologically sustainable basis while using the best forest practices. Among other
objectives, the one most related to the present paper is - To achieve ecologically sustainable management
by refining concepts and developing measurable indicators ofecologically sustainable forest use (State
Forests of New South Wales 1992).
The development of such indicators is a large and daunting task, especially if the same indicators are
required to be applicable over the whole forested area managed by State Forests of New South Wales.
Therefore,Turner (l 993) proposed that for aninitial period, Ecologically SustainableManagement(ESM)
indicator monitoring would take place together with broad-scale research on selected case stud(' areas
(those having a long history of forest use and management). The subject for research would ~ ESM
indicator monitoring itself, together with other more silviculturally and ecologically specific s~bjects.
More recently, the European Union developed ESM criteria and indicators for the conservation and
sustainable development of forests (Anon. 1994) and in early 1995 the International Worldng Group on
Criteriaand Indicators forthe Conservation and SustainableManagementofTemperate and Boreal Forests
detailed six criteria and indicators for each of these, on a similar basis (Anon. 1995). Criteria particularly
relevant to forest management in New South Wales induded (l) Conservation ofbiological diversity, (2)
Maintenance ofthe productive capacity offorest ecosystems and (4) Conservation and maintenance ofsoil
and water resources.
Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area in southern New South Wales is an appropriate area for ESM
studies. It is an area of 48,400 ha of State forest, of which 43,000 ha is productive forest (Anon 1986,
Turner 1993), and is representative oflong-term (over 100 years) management ofhigher elevation forests.
This report provides a comprehensive summaryofavailable information on the Bago/Maragle area, which
would form a valuable background to future studies. It also provides an outline plan for the development
of Ecologically Sustainable Management monitoring procedures in each of several topics of concern,
noting pI:eliminary monitoring work. that has already been undertaken on soils, wildlife, and hydrology.
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LOCATiON

The Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area (HMA) consists of the greater portions of Bago and
Maragle State Forests and is located within the Batlow Hardwood District of the Softwoods Forestry
Region on the south-west slopes of New South Wales (Figure 1).

VICTORIA

Bago·Maragle Management Area

~"~,,,:,'..;:

,',' ,',',.

Figure 1. Locality map of the Bago/Maragle Management Area (a more detailed map of the area is
shown in Appendix 1).
The Management Area lies within:
-

Latitudes 35° 33' S and 35° 57' S
Longitudes 148° 16' E and 148°21' E
Tumut and Tumbarumba Shires
The State Electoral District of Burrinjuck.

It is adjacent to and east ofBago State Forest pine plantations. Native forest ofTumut Management Area

lies to the north - north-west, Jounama Pondage lies to the north-east, Kosciusko National Park to the east
and south, and private grazing and pastoral lands to the south, south-west and west. These latter areas
incl~de established or proposed conifer plantations, both as part of the Tumut Management Area and on
privately-ownedlands(Anon.1986a).
The area proposed for the Ecologically Sustainable Management studies would be larger than the Bago/
Maragle Hardwood Management Area. Due to the seasonal movements ofsome wildlife and the need for
control plots in forests which are not disturbed by forest management, it is proposed that such an area
should include certain parts of the adjacent Kosciusko National Park.
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AREA AND LAND TENURE

Bago/Maragle Management Area, as at 30 June, 1986, consisted of 47,899 ha (Table 1).

Table 1.

Current status of the area and land tenure of Bago/Maragle Management Area.

The differences between the gazetted and actual area are due to:
• dedication ofExtension 4 (809 ha) ofBago State Forest in 1985 and rationalisation ofthe Bago/
Maragle - Tumut Management Area boundaries (minus 55 ha), ie 18,558 ha ofthe total gazetted
area of 50,043 ha as at 30 June, 1986 is in the Tumut Management Area.
• the gazetted area of Maragle State Forest in the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area
(16,506 ha less 92 ha in Tumut Management Area) not being equal to the actual area within the
Management Area, as derived by planimeterand including exchange areas not fonnally gazetted
(16,945 ha).

The Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area has undergone numerous changes in area size and land
tenure through this century. The history of changes is presented in Table 2.
Two perpetual Crown Leases, 52/1 and 64/1, in the Land District ofTumbarumba, totalling 890 ha, exist
over part of Bago State Forest One special lease (1960/5) Parish of Hay, County ofSelwyn, of 148 ha
exists within Bago State Forest (Anon. 1986a).
The date of the addition of each extension (EXT) and area deducted (DED) is presented in Table 2.
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Table 2.

The history of land acquisition by State Forests in Bago/Maragle area.

Source: State Forests of NSW records - Regional Office, Albury
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pHYSIOGRAPHY AND DRAINAGE

The Bago/Maragle area lies on the Cumberland Plateau of the New South Wales south-west slopes. This
plateau is near the western edge of the Great Dividing Range. Most of the plateau is level to slightly
undulating to the north-east and eastern boundaries. To the south and south-east, sharp escarpments fall
to the Tumut and Tooma Rivers. The plateau falls more ,gradually to the north and. west. Altitude varies
between 400 m (Jounama Pondage) and 1,438 m (Granites Trig) above sea level.
The plateau is divided into two main catchments: the Murrumbidgee River system to the north, north-east
and east, and the Murray River system to the south and south-west.
Drainage to the Murrumbidgee River is via the Tumut River. Streams in the eastern 40% ofthe Hardwood
Management Area drain into a series of reservoirs on the Tumut River, namely Talbingo Dam, Jounama
Pondage and Blowering Dam. Prom Blowering Dam, theTumutRiver flows into the MurrumbidgeeRiver
north-east of Gundagai. This part of the, Hardwood Management Area constitutes approximately 50/0. of
the Tumut River Catchment. Tooma River, the largest local tributary of the Murray River, together with
Tumbarumba Creek, Burra Creek, Paddys River and Maragle Creek, provide drainage to the Murray River.
They collect less than 2% of the Hume Dam catchment's water supply.
Although the Hardwood Management Area only represents a small percentage ofeach ofthese catchment
areas, the forest is important in providing protection to soils on high altitude and high rainfall localities.
Areas forming the catchments ofparticularly sensitive water supplies have been recognised and classified
as PMP 1.1.5 (SpecialEmphasis CatchmentProteetion). These areas warrantmore restrictive prescriptions
than normal to ensure maintenance of water yield, water quality, and soil stability.
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CLIMATE

The Management Area is characterised by a typical cool to cold, moist tableland climate, dominated by
westerly airflows and occasional winds from the north.
Mean annual precipitation is about 1,400 mm, the majority of which falls during the winter and spring
(fable3). Throughout the Areathereis amarlced correlationbetweenaltitude,precipitationandtemperature,
the higher altitudes 'being wetter and colder. Annual precipitation generally shows a steady increase of
approximately 250 mm for every 300m rise from the south-west slopes towards the GreatDividing Range.
Summers aregenerallymild to wann (fable 3)withmaximumtemperatures rarely exceeding300C. Extended
dry periods often occurduring summerand autumnbutpronounced summerdroughts are rare. The highest
fire danger ratings are likely to occur during the period from December to March.
Winters are cold to very cold (Table 3). The frequency and intensity of frosts increases with altitude,
varying from an all year-round expectancy on the level plateau surfaces above about
1,200 m to winter-only frosts below about 900 m. Snowfalls occur in the higher country annually, the
severity varying considerably from year to year (Anon. 1986a).

Table 3.

Monthly rainfall and temperature for Pilot Hill and Tumbarumba.

P.H. = Pilot Hill; T. =Twnbarumba
Source:~on.(1986a)

Monthly rainfall and temperature data for Pilot Hill and Tumbarumba are shown in Table 3 and climatic
statistics are shown in Table 4. Rainfall pattern isohyets for the Area are shown in Appendix 2.
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Table 4.

Climatic statistics for Pilot Hill and Laurel Hill.

1 This meteorological station is no longer operative.
Source: Anon. (1986b)

Pilot Hill (1100 m ASL, 1415)
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Figure 2. Meteorological profile of the Pilot Hill meteorological station.
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Tumbarumba (701 m ASL, 974mm)
Bureau of Meteorology· 1975
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Figure 3. Meteorological profile of the Tumbarumba meteorological station.
Development ofESM monitoring procedures requires detailed monitoring of changes in climatic factors
such as rainfall and temperature fluctuations. Current monitoring ofthe climatic data in the Bago/Maragle
case study area may be sufficient for forest management purposes but is not satisfactory for an ESM
project To be able to strictly detennine the relationship between the 'occurrence of different forest types
(and other vegetation in general), animal ~pecies, changes in forest soil, hydrology of the area, and forest
management actions (such as harvesting), it is necessary to extend the monitoring of rainfall and
temperature to a larger number of meteorological stations. These stations should be located in such a
mannerthat it would be possible to quantify how changes in climate affectthese relationships. Forexample
remote weather stations should be established in the majorforest types (Table 6). Such weather data could
be used to provide inputs into evapotranspiration and water yield models. Such models would also include
soils and forest growth infonnation.
It is fortunate that in the past up to 14 different meteorological stations have been monitoring weather
parameters. Most of them have been abandoned over time. However, this historical information should
be valuable for developing climatic models of the· study area.
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GEOLOGY AND SOILS

As a component of studying relationships between forest growth and soil/landscapes, it is necessary to
include a detailed geological and soil survey of the Study Area.
Table 5 is a summary of rock types and related soils found in the Management Area. A geological map
is shown in Appendix 3. Main rock types are Devonian ademellite and late Siluriangranodiorite. Tertiary
basalt cappirigs occur on higher ridges over about 10 percent of the area, on higher ridges of the eastern
edge of the area, mostly in the northern and eastern parts of Bago State Forest and the northern part of
Maragle State Forest Sedimentary lithologies of Ordovician age occur over relatively small areas in the
central portion of Maragle State Forest.

Table 5.

Rock types and related soils of the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area.

Source: Anon. (1986a), C.A. Wilkinson (pers. comm.)

The granodiorite-derived soils are mostly loams and clay loams up to two metres deep. The surface layer
ofthe soil consists ofbrownto darkbrownloam orclay loam 15-60cm deep. Between950 and 1300metres
altitude soils are rich in clay and have a reddish colour. These soils are moderately fertile.

Basalt-derived soils are shallower than granodiorite-derived soils, especially on the ridgetops. In the
surface 25 to 50 cm, brown loams are predominant. Below these is a sub-soil ofreddish-brown clay loam
(up to 1.5 m deep). Such soils occur over a relatively large area at the northern ends ofM;aragleoand Bago
State Forests.
An alpine-humus soil develops on both granite and basalt above 1,200 m on flatter, poorly drained areas
covered with snow grass (Poa sp.).
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VEGETATION

The vegetation of the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area consists mainly of alpine and subalpine forests. The forest types occurring are shown in Table 6.

Table 6.
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Forest types present in the Bago/Maragle Management Area.
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Figure 4 shows forest types and their representation in the Management Area. The left side of the graph
shows commercially interesting forest types and the right side (from forest type 137 onwards) shows noncommercial forest types.

Bago/Maragle M.A. - Forest Type Distribution
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Figure 4. Bago/Maragle Management Area - forest type distribution.
Vegetation varies from dry sclerophyll associations at their upper altitudinallimit (where isolated stands
of red stringybaric extend up to the drier ridges with poorer soils on the northern and south-western edges
of the Area) through to wet sclerophyll associations of narrow-leaved peppermint (Eucalyptus radiata)/
mountain gum (E. dalrympleana) and mountain gum/alpine ash (E. delegatensis), to sub-alpine forests
dominated by snow gum (E. pauciflora) and sub-alpine grasslands. Black sallee (E. stellulata) occurs on
poorly drained, frost prone areas.

1.

ALPINE ASH (Eucalyptus delegatensis)
(a)

Description

Eucalyptus delegatensis is a tall to very tall tree usually 20t040m in height, occasionally up to 70 m, with
stem diameters of up to 2 to 3 m. TIle trees usually have straight stems with medium-sized crowns but very
old trees typically have shorter boles,large branches and widespread crowns. Many present stands are
even-aged, having regenerated presumably after past wildfires.
. Its latitudinal range is 35°-43°S and its altitudinal range is about 900 m - 1500 m on the mainland and
160-1200 m in Tasmania. The climatic zone is cool humid, with the mean maximum temperature of the
hottest month in the range 19°-25°C and the mean minimum of the coldest month around -40 to 3°C.
Rainfall occurs mainly in winter-spring and ranges from 700 mm to about 2500 mm per annum. Frosts
vary from about 50 to more than 100 per annum, and most populations of alpine ash would receive several
months of snow each year. Alpine ash is the main commercial species in the cooler, high altitude regions
of Australia. It is found from the Jounama and Brindabella Ranges in New South Wales and the Australian
Capital Territory to southern Tasmania (Boland et al. 1984).
STATE FORESTS OF NEW SOUTH WALES
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Alpine ash prefers well-drained, deep soils on moderately steep slopes and typically occurs on the sides
of mountain ranges on the mainland and on the edges of plateaux in Tasmania. In drier, warmer parts of
its distribution it prefers cooler, moister sites usually with southern or eastern aspects. On the mainland
the parent materials are commonly granites and less commonly basalt, phyllites and schists. In Tasmania
the species commonly grows on dolerites and less commonly on granite, basalt, sandstones, schists and
acid lavas (Boland et al. 1984).
(b)

Local characteristics

Alpine ash does not occur in the Hardwood Management Area below 900 m or above 1420 m. It reaches
its optimum development between altitudes of 1100 m and 1300 m and grows best on deep, well-drained,
reddish granodiorite soils. The shallower, pale brown soils at higher altitudes rarely carry continuous
stands of ash. At altitudes lower than 1100 m ash is restricted generally to damper gully sites and southern
and eastern aspects in areas of suitable soils. However, the northern end of the Bago Plateau supports a
higrerpercentage of ash at altitudes below 1100 m than do other slopes do elsewhere at this lower altitude.
This may be due to the frequency of basalt outcrops at this northern end of tre Plateau, improving the
fertility of the surrounding granodiorite soils (Anon. 1986a).

2.

MOUNTAIN GUM (Eucalyptus dalrympleana)
(a)

Description

Eucalyptus dalrympleana is mostly a tall to very tall tree usually up to 40 m in height and 1-1.5 m in
diameter, but under favourable conditions it may exceed 60 m with diameters over 2 m. It usually has a
straight trunk with a moderately large, somewhat open-branched crown.
The species' latitudinal range is about 33°-43°S while the attitudinal range on the mainland is around 600

-1700 m and in Tasmania 300-900 m. The climate is mostly cool sub-humid to humid with the mean
maximum temperature of the hottest month in the range 22°-30°C and tre mean minimum of the coldest
around -40 to 3°C. Frosts are frequent and severe throughout tre range, around 60-100 or more occurring
each year. Light falls ofsnow are common in many areas with heavy falls occurring at the highest altitudes.
Mean annual rainfall is around 800- 1900 mm with a winter-spring maximum in the south grading to more
or less even distribution in central highland New South Wales. Mountain gum occurs in the mountain
forests of the steep upper slopes ofthe Australian alps in Victoria and New South Wales and on the southern
and central tablelands ofthe latter State. In Tasmania it is fairly common in the hilly and mountainous parts
of the central plateau and in tre nOrth-east (Boland et al. 1984).
This species occurs on a wide variety ofsoil types from sandy to heavy clay soils with parent rock materials
of granite, sandstone, dolerite and shales. Best development is on deep, red or red-brown loams, with clay
subsoil.
Mountain gum typically occurs in tall open forests with few other species, often being one of the more
important oreven the dominant species. Associated eucalyptus may include snow gum (E. paucijIora) and
alpine ash (E. delegatensis) at the higheraltitudes, with brown barrel (E.fastigata) , manna gum (E. viminalis),
~w-leaved peppermints (E. radiatassp. radiata and ssp. robertsonii), broad-leaved peppermint(E. dives),
candlebark. (E. rubida), brittle gum (E. mannifera), swamp gum (E. ovata) and black sallee (E. stellulata)
elsewhere (Boland et al. 1984).
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(b)

Local characteristics

Mountain gum appears to have a wider altitude and soil tolerance than any ofthe othertree species growing
in the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area, It gI:ows best on the same clay-rich granite soils as
does alpine ash. It is more frost tolerant than ash and occurs in the following situations (Anon. 1986a).

3.

•

In association with snow gum at the higher altitudes and exposed sites up to 1400 m.

•
•
•

With ash throughout the altitude range of ash.
With, or replaced by, peppermint at altitudes lower than 500 m.
On poorer soils in the altitudinal niI"lge 1100 to 1400 m.

NARROW-LEAVED PEPPERMINT (Eucalyptus radiata ssp. robertsonii)
(a)

Description

Eucalyptus radiata ssp. robertsonii is mainly a medium-sized to tall forest tree up to 50 m in height and

1.5 m dbh. The trunk is usually straight with typical peppermint-type bark which is often partially covered
with various species oflichen. The crown is usually very dense for a eucalypt and consists of numerous
narrow, dull green or bluish-green leaves
The species ranges from latitude 33 - 38°S and the range of altitude is about 200-1200 m; it reaches lower
altitudes in eastern Victoria and the south-eastern corner ofNew South Wales. The distribution is in the
warm to cool-humid and sub-humid climatic zones. The mean maximum temperature for"the hottestmonth
is in the range 23°-30°C and the mean minimum for the coldest month is around -4° to 2°C. Frosts are
common and range from 20 to more than 100 per year, while there are light to heavy snow falls according
to altitude. The mean annual rainfall is in the range 800-1400 mm, fairly evenly distributed or with a slight
wintermaximum. This species has a more restricted natural distribution than the closely allied E. radiata
ssp. radiata. It occurs on central tablelands (between Orange and Oberon), the central western slopes, the
southerntablelands, and the south-westernslopes ofNewSouthWales, particularlytheTumut-Tumbarumba
district; also the eastern region north ofthe Great Dividing Range in Victoria. It prefers hill and mountain
slopes, especially the more sheltered aspects and broad valleys. In the more northerly parts of its range
it does not come into contact with the more eastern ssp. radiata, but contact between the two sub-species,
and inter-grades, do occur in the Bombala district.
This species grows on awide range ofsoils and in mountainous areas these are mainly skeletal, sometimes
with a dark: brown loamy surface. On more gentle slopes the surface soil is brown loam to clay loam over
heavy loam or clay. Other soils include weakly podsolized reddish loams derived from shales and granitic
parent materials.
This peppermint occurs in open-forest to tall open-forest formation. Associated eucalypt species include
mountain gum (E. dalrympleana), broad-leaved peppermint (E. dives), manna gum (E. viminalis), snow
gum (E. pauciflora), candlebark (E. rubida), red stringybark: (E. macrorhyncha) and blackwood (Acacia
melanoxylon) (Boland et al. 1984).
(b)

Local characteristics

E. radiata ssp. robertsonii is the sub-species occurring in the Bago/Maragle Management Area and is
widespread throughout the middle to lower elevations. It occurs commonly in association wi~ mountain
gum at middle elevations as well as in almost pure stands, while at lower elevations it occurs in association

with red stringybark: (Anon. 1986a).
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4.

MANNA GUM (Eucalyptus viminalis)
(a)

Description

Eucalyptus viminalis is a species of very variable habit and morphology. Commonly it is a tall tree,
30-50 m in height and up to 1.5 m in dbh. On drier sites it may be a smaller tree to 20 m tall. The crown

is usually open and spreading, with the branchlets drooping. The stem and larger branches often have
conspicuous ribbons ofpartiy decorticated baric
Manna gum has an extensive distribution in south-easternAustralia. Thelatitudinal range is 28°-43°S. The
altitudinal range varies from near sea level in parts ofsouthern Australia to 1400 m in northern New South
Wales. The climate is warm to cool, sub-humid to humid, with the mean maximum temperature of the
hottest month in the range 20°-32°C and the mean minimum ofthe coldest month around -4° to 8°C. Frost
frequency varies widely, from nil in the coastal, low altitude sites to more than 100 per year in the high
altitude tableland areas where some snowfalls can be expected each year. The mean annual rainfall varies
from· 500 mm to 2000 mm which grades from a winter or winter-spring maximum in the southern areas
to amore orless evendistribution in central New SouthWales, and to amoderate summermaximum farther
north. It is common in the north-east and eastern half of Tasmania and in moister parts of Victoria. In
New South Wales it is mainly found scattered throughoutthe tablelands. ·There is asmall extension, athigh
altitudes, into Queensland (Boland et al. 1984).
This species grows over a wide topographical range, varying from coastal flats to mountains and
tablelands, but it characteristically shows best development in valleys of hilly and mountainous country.
Manna gum prefers moist but well-drained alluvial or sandy podsolic soils with clay sub-soils.
This species attains its best development on good soils in tall open forest. There it may be associated with
a wide range of higher-altitude Eucalyptus species.
(b)

Local characteristics

In the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area, Eucalyptus viminalis occurs in relatively limited

stands in well-watered gully sites usually below 1000 m. It is mainly associated with narrow-leaf
peppermint and eurabbie (E. globulus ssp. bicostata) in a restricted area in the south-west corner of Bago
State Forest but is also found in other areas on the western edge of the Hardwood Management Area (eg
near Pilot Hill). Forests carrying ribbon gum characteristically have a dense undergrowth of shrubs and
a weak development of grasses (Anon. 1986a).

5.

RED STRINGYBARK (Eucalyptus macrorhyncha)
(a)

IJ,escription

Eucalyptus macrorhyncha attains 35 m in height under favourable conditions but commonly is less than
20 m tall. Diameter may be up to 1 m. The trunk is often straight and varies from about one-third to

two-thirds of the total height, while the crown is moderately dense with branchlets usually short, giving
a rounded, rather compact crown.
Its range oflatitude is 29°-38°S. The range of altitude is from 150 m to over 1000 m above sea level.
Climate is mostly warm sub-humid. The summers tend to be hot and dry periods are not uncommon. The
mean maximum temperature of the hottest month is in the range 25°-31°C and the mean minimum of the
coldest month is around -1° to 5°C. The winters are cold with 5 to 70 frosts, while snow occurs rarely at
the highest altitudes. Mean annual rainfall is about 500-1000 mm, with a winter maximum in the south
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grading to a slight summermaximum 'in the north. Red stringybark is typically found on foothills, lowland
ranges and undulating country. It is common throughout much of the foothill country of Victoria,
especially on the lowernorthern slopes ofthe Great Dividing Range in the north-east ofthat State. In New
South Wales it is common on the southern highlands, and occurs extensively on the south-west and central
, ' western slopes, as well as on the northern tablelands (Boland et aI. 1984).
This species is found on various soils, mainly those of moderate fertility and of a clayey nature but well
drained.
Red stringybark does notfonn dense, pure stands butmay be adominantspecies in open forest orwoodland
on parts of the tablelands and the upper western slopes of New South Wales or along the lower northern
slopes of the Great Dividing Range in Victoria. There is a large number of associated gum, box and
peppermint eucalypt species; also cypress pines (CaIlitris) and she-oaks (Allocasuarina).
(b)

Local characteristics

The species has a restricted distribution in the Bago/Maragle area. It occurs commonly in the south-west
section of the Maragle State Forest, at the lowest altitudes, particularly in areas of shallow soil and lower
rainfall (Anon. 1986a). There it grows in association with peppermint (narrow and broad-leaved), manna
gum and apple box (E. bridgesiana). '

6.

SNOW GUM (Eucalyptus pauciflora)
(a)

Description

Eucalyptus pauciflora is usually only 10-20 m in height with a short, crooked bole which is commonly

strongly branched from near ground level. For its size the bole may be stout and up to 1 m dbh. Rarely
the tree is found up to 30 m in height, with a relatively straight bole. At high altitudes it is commonly a
bushy shrub or low, twisted tree buffeted by the wind.
The overall latitudinal range is about 28°-42°S.The climate generally is cold to cool, sub-humid to humid.
The mean maximum temperature for the hottest month is in the range 17°-26°C and the mean minimum
for the coldest month is around _8° to 6°C. Frost frequency varies from a few per year at very low altitudes
to more than 200 per year at the highest where snow may lie for many weeks at a time during winter; trees
ofssp. niphophila are often completely covered with snow. Mean annual rainfall is about 600-1900 mm
with a winter maximum in most areas tending to a moderate summer maximum in the northern tablelands
ofNew South Wales. The species has a wide distribution particularly in the mountains and tablelands of
New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania. In parts ofTasmania, the Bega-Wolumla area ofsouthern New
South Wales and nearMt Gambier in South Australia it is found close to sea level. The majorsub-species,
ssp. pauciflora, has the widest distribution and occurs to an altitude of about 1500 m. Other sub-species
(niphophila and debeuzevillei) grow in high altitude areas of southern New South Wales and eastern
Victoria (Boland et aI. 1984).

Snow gum occurs in many habitats, e.g. mountain slopes, exposed ridge tops and tablelands, as well as
plains at lower altitudes. It is commonly found on shallow rocky soils as well as moderate quality,
. well-drained alluviums. Snow gum occurs mostly in open-forest or woodland formation, although at the
highest altitudes it is found in tall shrub land. Associated eucalypt species on the mainland include black
sallee (E. stellulata),alpine ash (E. delegatensis),mountain gum (E.dalrympleana),manna gum (E. viminalis)
and candlebark (E. rubida). In Tasmania it may be found with anumber ofhigh-country eucalypt species.
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(b)

Local characteristics

In the Bago/Maragle area Eucalyptus paucijlora ssp. paucijlora occurs commonly with mountain gum and
alpine ash at altitudes of 1,200-1,400 m. Above 1,420 melevation pure stands ofsnow gum (E. paucijlora)

occur as alpine woodlands.

7.

-

OTHER SPECIES

Areas of poor drainage at all altitudes in the Bago/Maragle area carry open swampy flats of snow grass
(Poa) associations which are treeless or thinly timbered with black sallee (E. stellulata), snow gum and
broad-leaved sallee (E. camphora). At high altitudes extensive sphagnum moss bogs are found where

drainage is poor and frost hollows occur (Anon. 1986a).
The altitudinal distril;mtion ofmajor Eucalyptus species in the Bago/Maragle area is-graphically presented
in Figure 5.

Altitudinal distribution of five major eucalypts
in BagolMaragle Management Area
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Figure 5. Altitudinal distribution of five major eucalypts in Bago/Maragle Management Area
A comprehensive list of flora of the Management Area can be found in Anon. (l986a). However, the
results ofthe fi,rst known systematic sUlvey ofthe vegetation ofthe area wereprysented by Lindsay (1939).
Lindsay recorded the presence of30 different ground-cover and shrub species on 73 plots. He sorted plots
in age groups, recorded vegetation classification type and percentage ofground covered by vegetation. He
recognised four ground-cover vegetation types:
L
2.
3.
4.

Poa caespitosa
Lomatia longifolia - Panax sambucifolius - Coprosma - Hirtella
Veronica derwentii
Polystichum aculoatum

Even though Lindsay's idea of recording ground vegetation while studying growth of trees was ahead of
its time and the information collected will be valuable for any new study of vegetation under an
Ecologically Sustainable Management project, it is concluded that both Lindsay's list and the list of flora
16
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species included in Anon. (1986a) as likely to be found in the Hardwood Management Area are insufficient
for the establishment of a project. The lists are not accurate enough and it is proposed that a detailed
vegetation survey of the Area should be carried out following such methods as those described by York
et al. (1991) (unpubl. datal). Such survey work was initiated recently over 140 plots by D.. Binns in 199596 (unpubl.) and should be continued:

1

York, A., Shields, J. M. and Binns, D. (1991). Flora and fauna assessmentin New South Wales State Forests - survey guidelines.
Procedures for sampling flora and fauna for Environmental Impact Statements. Foreslry Commission of N.S.W. 57 pp.
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FAUNA

Until recently, the fauna of the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area had never been surveyed or
studied comprehensively. Information on the fauna was limited to that available from regional studies
(primarily the RAOU Bird Atlas, published as Blakers et al. 1984), general information on habitat and
distribution (such as Mammals ofAustralia, Strahan 1995) and the results of opportunistic observations
or informal surveys (primarily from State Forests personnel).
For the purposes of a comprehensive ESM study, some new surveys have recently (1995-96) been
conducted. The groups surveyed include nocturnal birds and arboreal marsupials (Kavanagh and Stanton
1997), bats (Law et al. 1997), herpetofauna (Lemckert 1997), ground mammals (Stanton et al. 1997), and
diurnal birds (Shields and Stanton, unpubl. data): The diurnal bird survey was carried out in November
1994, pver a total of 123 sites (Table 7). Some (a minority) of these sites were outside the Hardwood
Management Area as such, in lower lying areas of Bago State Forest near Blowering Dam and in a soonto-be added portion inthe south-westofMaragle StateForest inthe China Walls area. The survey consisted
ofcasual twenty-minute observations at each survey site, and sites were covered once each over four days.
These surveys provide necessary information on the distribution and abundance of local animal species
and will allow comparison with other areas.
In particular, these surveys provide background and baseline data on:

•
•
•
•

biodiversity (species richness);
basic data on relative abundance;
information on habitat preference of animal species and guilds;
necessary information for designing further, definitive studies.

With this information, useful investigationofecological sustainability may proceed. Research should then
advance along two general fronts. Firstly, monitoring the population dynamics of indicator species that
are affected by forestry operations will be required to calculate sustainability of the entire biota. It is
suggested that species which are sensitive to habitat alteration, butnot extremely rare or cryptic, be selected
for planned, analytical studies.
Secondly, community studies which continue to monitor the distribution and abundance on the landscape
level should be conducted. These would address the questions ofsustained ecological productivity as well
as diversity. A range of biota could be selected for these purposes.
One drawback ofEcologically Sustainable Management studies on fauna in the Bago/Maragle Hardwood
Management Area is the lack of significant control areas which have experienced little disturbance from
logging. These would be required as a reference for any changes that may result (or have resulted) from
logging. Future studies should sea~h for control areas of commercial forest types (especially ash and
m0ll1?'tain gum) in the adjacent Koscuisko National Park.
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Table 7.

Bird species observed during surveys over about four days in November 1994 in Bago and
Marag1e State Forests and China Walls area adjoining Maragle State Forest
Number of sites
Species
Blackbird
Bowerbird, Satin
Bronze-cuckoo, Shining
Bronzewing, Common
Butcher-bird, Grey
Cicada-bird
Cockatoo, Gang-gang
Cockatoo, SUlphur-crested
Cockatoo, Yellow-tailed black
Cuckoo, Brush
C'uckoo, Fantailed
Cuckoo, Horsfield bronze
Cuckoo-shrike, Black-faced
Currawong, Grey
Currawong, Pied
Duck, Pacific black
Duck, Wood
Eagle, Wedge-tailed
Emu
Fairy-wren, Superb
Fantail, Grey
Fantail, Rufous
Finch, Red-browed
Flycatcher, Satin
Friarbird, Noisy
Gerygone, White-throated
Goshawk, Brown
Hobby, Australian
Honeyeater, Brown-headed
Honeyeater, Fuscous
Honeyeater, White-eared
Honeyeater, White-naped
Honeyeater, Yellow-faced
Jacky Winter
Kingfisher, Sacred
Kookaburra, Laughing
Lapwing, Masked
Lyrebird, Superb
Magpie, Australian
Mistletoe-bird
Oriole, Olive-backed
Pardalote, Spotted
Pardalote, Striated
Parrot, King
Pigeon, Wonga
Pilot-bird
Quail-thrush, Spotted
Raven, Australian
Raven, Little
Robin, Eastern Yellow
Robin, Flame
Robin, Rose
Robin, Scarlet
Rosella, Crimson
Scrub-wren, White-browed
Shrike-thrush, Grey
Shriketit, Crested
Silvereye
Sittella, Varied
Spinebill, Eastern
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Bago

Maragle

China Walls

All

73

39

11

123

4
1
1

3
1
5
3
3
2
14
12

1
1
16
14
1
3
14
1
16
23
1
1
1
1
24
1
8
2
1

4
1
22
28
38
3
10
1
13
3
1
34
18

17
5
3
17
25
2
2
30
37
39
3
14
1
2

7
1
1
4
13

3
2
1
1
7
1
3
2
4

1
3
5
15

3
5

2
1

5

5

1
3
1

1
2
12
22
16
1
1
7

2
3
5

10
3

4
3
1

11
22
3

4
5

12
1
6
4
15
10
1
6
16
21
26

2

7
1

5

4
4
6
1
3

6

2

9

7
2
9
3
6
4
31
33
2
3
24
1
4
20

40
1
2
4
1
9
44
1
7
9
3
9
1
1
6
1
36
53
59
1
4
19
1
27
9
1
1
49

45
3
1
29
6
9
4
39
36
3
8
50
62
71
13
22
1
10
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Table 7. (cont.)

Sago

Maragle

China,Walls

All

73

39

11

123

Thornbill, Brown
Thornbill, BUff-~umped
Thornbill, Striated
Thrush, White's
Treecreeper, Red-browed
Treecreeper, White-throated
Wattlebird, Red
Whipbird, Eastern
Whistler, Golden
Whistler, Olive
Whistler, Rufous
Wood-swallow, Dusky

37

23

7
1

29

4

18
25
28
16
27
7
6
1

20
3
12
19
8
9
20
1
9
1

67
1
53
7
33
51
37
25
53
8
20
2

Total species

60

58

Number of sites
Species
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3
7
1
6
5
42
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HISTORICAL OVERVIEW OF FOREST MANAGEMENT

The history ofthe Bago/Maragle Management Area is ofcrucial importance to understanding the changes
in the forest caused by management practices.
Interest in this Area began not because of its timber resources but because of the gold to be found there.
In the 1860s and 1870s a substantial township, Quartzville, existed near the present day Paddy's River
Dam, the population being engaged in gold mining. Little evidence remains ofhuman activities in this area
exceptfor old mining shafts and the Paddy's River Dam. The earliest timber operations were by pit sawyers
engaged in cutting sluice box timber for the mines during the early 1870s.
Bago State Forest was first gazetted as aTimberReserve, No. 1961, on 10June 1878, with an area of25,900
ha. An additional 5,300 ha was added as T.R. 2538 on 6 March, 1886. After various revocations and
additions, the area was declared as Bago State ForestNo. 560 on 7 December, 1917, with an area of28,044
'. ha. Since then, additions from Crown Land resources have increased the Area to its present size of43,014
ha of which approximately 30,000 ha is included in the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area.
The original Maragle State Forest was dedicated on 14 September 1917, with an approximate area of
500 ha. An additional State Forest Area, called New Maragle (4,315 ha) was dedicated on 25 April 1919,
and many ofthe other areas which comprise the presentMaragle State Forest were reserved from sale under
various categories.
The first sawmill inthe presentManagementArea was established in approximately 1879 when Hides' Mill
was erected near Pilot Hill. This mill moved to Gilmore Creek, then to Yellowin C~k and then to the
present site of the now defunct Hansen's Mill in the "Alpine Ash Area". Hussell's Mill was established
in approximately 1881 on the right arm ofBurra Creek and moved to Tumbarumba township in 1925.
Doughty's Mill was built on Back Creek around 1885. This mill changed ownership and location seveI<!l
times until 1923 when the mill was bought by Hardy's Ltd; it moved to Tumbarumba in the early 1980s.
MacDonald's Mill was established in 1914 in Compartment 46 of Bago State Forest This mill changed
location and ownership several times and was moved to Kunama in 1922 and is now defunct. The Eurabbie
Co. 's Mill was established on Burra Creek around 1927 but did not operate beyond 1930. Heinecke's Mill
was erected on Pound Creek in 1928 but was moved to Tumbarumba in 1929. Kopsen's Mill was
established at Laurel Hill in 1906, having operated continuously since this time. Production from the mill
has mainly been ofhigh quality timber to satisfy handle and oarmaking and other dried and dressed feature
timbers. Brown's No. 1 Mill on Brown's Hill near the northern boundary of Bago State Forest was
established in 1917 and later moved to a site in Batlow, about 1940. It operated until purchased by Hardy's
Ltd in ~ late 1970s.
Access to the State forests was very limited for several decades after dedication and therefore logging took
place only in a few accessible areas. Logging between 1917 and 1939 was not directed by a management
plan as such but more influenced by sawmilling interests. Sawmills were interested in the most sound and
vigorous trees and, as a result ofthis kind of"selection" method, these parts ofthe forest tended to become
. degraded stands of suppressed and defective trees.
Regeneration treatment, involving heavy logging followed by ringbarking ofnon-merchantable trees, and
the burning of the resultant slash with a fierce fire, was completed over 1,200 ha of ash forest type south
ofPilot Hill in 1917. This treatment gave rise to a fine even-aged stand of alpine ash known today as the
Regeneration Area, encompassing the present Compartments 4, 5,6,21,22 and 23.
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The first fire protection tracks were built about 1925 when the Granites Lookout in Bago State Forest was
connected to 'Pi10t Hill by a track and the first te~ephone line was installed. This work was directed by
Shedley, who was appointed as first manager of Bago State Forest in 1920.
The first Work Plan produced for the Management Area was an exercise done by the Australian Forestry
Sc~ool students in 1933 but this was never adopted as such.
In 1933-34 most ofthe 1917Regeneration Area was non-commercially thinned to an approximate stocking
of 650 trees/ha. An exceptionally heavy snowfall in April 1934 broke a number of the retained trees and
seriously disturbed the original spacing.

During 1939 extensive work by A.D. Lindsay under Divisional Officer B.U. Byles resulted in the
production of the 1939 Working Plan (Lindsay 1939) for the Bago-New Maragle Area. A management
map showed alpine ash forest type and compartments, and there was. a report on growth and yield of
E. delegatensis. Lindsay's report pointed to a situation of fairly serious overcutting of ash on Bago State
Forest in the decade preceding 1938. Anew yield was calculated at 7,510 m3 of mill quality ash logs per
year. This was a decrease ofabout4,200 m3 from the average annual volume cut in the previous five years.
Although this yield was laid down as a maximum sustained yield, volumes obtained varied as required by
the war effort (World War II).
Underthe 1939 Bago ManagementPlan, the prescribed yield ofalpine ash was to be obtained from all trees
91 cm DBHOB and larger. Trees of less than 91 cm DBHOB were regarded as growing stock, and a
prescribed maximum number of case logs and thinnings were to be sold to achieve good spacing and
growth rates in this category. This prescription was a balance between the need to maintain a continuity
ofsupply to the sawmills, and an opportunity to retain and promote vigorously growing stems. The result
of these practices was the development ofgood pole and sparstands in additionto those already in existence
in the 1917 Regeneration Area. Post-logging treatments, Consisting of ringbarking ofnon-merchantable
trees, were carried out with the aim offurthering the development ofgood growing stock. Only about 800
ha of this treatment was carried out from 1939 to 1954.
In 1944, New Maragle State Forest was incorporated with the Kosciusko State Park (later Koscuisko

National Park).
A further Management Plan was compiled in 1954 by Forester K.R. Shepard as a result of a systematic
assessment of the ash type defined by the 1939 Management Map. Yield was first set at 14, 690 m3·ofquota
ash per annum. This was reduced to 14,120 m3 in 1955/56 as a result of further assessment in the 1917
Regeneration Area, and later reduced to 13,580 m3 in 1959, as a result of a strip survey of the Yellowin
Area (eastern Bago State Forest). Within the Hardwood Management Area six cutting sections were used
to separate yields. These were the Regeneration Area, Alpine Ash Area, Yellowin Area, Burra North,
Burra South and Granites (Appendix 1).
As a result of 'the 1954 Management Plan for Bago State Forest, two silvicultural strategies were
implemented:

Regeneration Fellings: 125 ha per year ofgroups were to be treated under a group selection system,
with felling and maximum utilisation of all possible merchantable trees down to 40 cm DBHOB,
, to minimise subsequent treatment costs. These groups were to be scattered throughout the alpine
ash type and aimed to cover one eighteenth of the ash area each year. No seed trees were to be
retained unless gaps left by felling were excessively large.
Intermediate Thinnings: To make up the balance of each year's ash cut, in the case where this was
not fulfilled by the regeneration felling groups, otherash areas outside the groups were to be thinned.
These thinnings aimed to remove all trees of 71 cm+ DBHOB and larger, regardless of vigour.
22
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30-60 cm DBHOB trees were not to be removed except as a silvicultural measure. Different
spacings were recommended for areas of dense regeneration, which were common at that time in
the Burra and Granites areas.
The culling ofunmerchantable sterns following logging continued throughout the period from 1954 until
about 1969.
In 1965/66 a new accurate Ash Type map was compiled by Forester R. Allen from field work and air
photos. This showed inaccuracies in the 1939 map and gave an increase of the Alpine Ash Forest Type
Area. In the late 1960s harvesting of "other" hardwood areas in Bago State Forest started. HaIVesting
aimed to remove all merchantable mature and overmature trees.
In 1968 New Maragle State Forest was excised from Koscuisko National Park in return for a larger area

of State Forest east of Blowering Dam and became a part of the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management
Area. This area had been largely unlogged, being subjected to only minor and isolated past logging and
clearing. Most variations in stand structure were the results of past fires and isolated windstorms, and
disturbance during gold mining and grazing activities prior to the original State Forest dedication.
Logging since 1968 has covered all of the economically accessible "other hardwood area". Harves$g
retained vigorous sterns of merchantable size and seed trees in the alpine ash stands, but otherwise aimed
to remove all merchantable mature and overrnature trees.
In 1972, the approach to tree marking and logging in the ash stands of the Hardwood Management Area
reverted to that applying before 1954. Management planning emphasis was shifted from the removal of

all trees above a 71 cm diameter limit and definite spacing for the smaller retained trees, to the retention
of all vigorous sterns in all logging areas, regardless ofsize. Conversely, all defective and unhealthy trees
were to be removed, consistent with the requirement to ensure regeneration where necessary. This policy
was implemented in July 1972; since that time there has been a build-up of stocking in all size classes.
All alpine ash areas logged have been culled of non-merchantable trees, leaving seed trees where
necessary, and top disposal burning has been done where conditions have been favourable. In the last 20
years culling has been achieved by felling rather than the earlier practice ofringbarking. Treatments have
now caughtup withlogging. In afew areas wherethe tree speciescomposition was dominated by mountain
gum rather than ash but, close to the ash-type boundary, some planting of ash seedings raised in nurseries
has been undertaken.
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STAND HISTORY - INJURIOUS AGENCIES

1.

TERMITES

The highland tennite species Porotermes adamsonihas been, and continues to be, amajor agent ofdegrade
in logs of all the commercial species in the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area. It is an endemic,
continual problem, not occurring in spasmodic plagues as, for example, Phasmatids. Greaves et al. 1965,
in an assessment of the losses of timber due to tennites and decay, made the following points:
(a)

Features of attack

The most common tennite Porotermes adamsoni (Froggat) has colonies confined to a single tree. The
colonies can be so extensive that the complete bole of the tree is riddled with holes. Ovennature trees
develop a hollow piPe as a very advanced stage of attack. The majority of attack extends up a portion of
the tree, leaving merchantable timber above. The typical damage is at stump level and diminishes
progressively up the tree.
(b)

Causes ofattack

Fire damage on the stump is the majorreason for the tennite attack. Thecolony founding pairofP. adamsoni
will be attracted by the fire scar on the dead wood. When established, the colony will extend into the dead
heartwood and increase in number.
(c)

Variation over the forest

Tennite attack occurs more frequently in stands with ovennature trees. The areas with the least tennite
activity are early logged areas such as the 1917 Regeneration Area. Areas. of forest damaged by fire are
places likely to support a larger scale of tennite attack.. However, light controlled fires do not increase
tennite activity.
(d)

Summary

Tennites are considered the greatest single problem to the alpine ash productivity in this area. The reject
volume due to tennites will progressively diminish as the ovennature sections of the forest are cut and
protection from severe fires continues (Anon. 1969).

2.

PHASMATIDS

Attacks by the Phasmatid Didymuria violescens (stick insect) have resulted in differing degrees of
defoliation and death in the Management Area over past years. The tree species nonnally attacked are
peppennint and mountain gum, but at times of great Phasmatid population explosion, alpine ash is also
attacked.
The first known severe attack was in the summer of 1952-53, when 40 ha of ash type in the Yellowin area
of Bago State Forest died. Compartment 126 was so severely hit that most of the alpine ash trees were
killed. Many other compartments had areas ofpole sized ash wiped out. One large area such as this is in
compartment 156 where all that remained after 15 years were dead ash stags and wattle understorey (Anon.
24
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1969). Other severe attacks occurred every second summerfrom 1955 to 1965, 1959 being the worst year.
Since 1965 there have been no significant attacks.
Increment over the whole of Bago State Forest suffered as a result ofphasmatid activity. Two monitoring
plots measured biannually showed the effect The 1954 Management Plan stated increment in diameter
at breast height to be 1.02 cm per annum for average alpine ash stems and 1.27 cm per annum for dominant
stems. These increments are twice as big as those recorded during the phasmid plague. Loss ofincrement
due to phasmatid defoliation thus had a serious effect on s~stained yield for the 1954-69 cutting cycle.
In January, 1955, about 250 ha of affected area was aerial sprayed with "Dieldrin". A high kill rate was
achieved. However, in March 1957, when about 250 ha area was treated with "Dieldrin" and benzene
hexac1oride, very few phasmatids were killed due to a technical failure on the aircraft (Campbell et al.
1967).
The other method for controlling phasmid populations was by burning. This may give successful control
by destroying the eggs on the forest floor. To prove this theory burning was carried out in an experiment
on 17 - 18 April, 1963, with encouraging results. The effect of fire was, however, very minor on adult
insects. Because ofthe nature ofalpine ash and its sensitivityto fire, this type oftreatment is not acceptable
in Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area (Anon. 1969).
A more detailed account of phasmatid attack and its effects on alpine ash stands in the Hardwood
Management Area is given by Eldridge and Cai (1996).

3.

FIRE

Fires of even moderate intensity may be very damaging to alpine ash due mainly to the non-lignotuberous
nature of the species. Young trees are killed and on larger trees the cambium may be damaged, with
subsequent barldift. The other commercial Eucalyptus species in the Management Area are more resistant
to fire due to their possessing lignotubers.
Information about fires prior to 1937 was supplied only by persons living in the area at that time, because
actual records of individual fires exist only from 1937 onwards. In 1926 the whole of Bago State Forest
except the 1917 Regeneration Area was burnt. This fire was particularly severe in the southern sections
of the area as shown by the amount of butt bum in the older stands noted
in that year (Anon. 1969). In
I
1939 a total of about 3,100 ha in the south-west section of Bago State Forest, in the vicinity of the present
Compartments 41, 42, 75, 77 and 78, was burnt by a fire of considenable severity. A further large fire in
that year burnt through the present Compartments 3, 7, 8, 9 and 10, in the north ofthe Management Area.
Other large fires occurred in 1943 (1,500 ha in the prese~t Compartments 84 and 112) and 1952.
Since then, any wildfire outbreaks have been controlled before reaching a large size. The worst one in
recent ye~rs was a fire in Compartment 38 of Bago State Forest in January 1973, which burnt only 6 ha
of ash type.
Parts ofMaragle State Forest were probably subjected to regular"burning off' by stockmen using the stock
routes in the area prior to the re-dedication ofthe Forest in 1968, and also to control burning by the HumeSnowy Bushflre Prevention Association as a protection measure for Kosciusko State Park.. These fires
. would have been responsible for some ash butt bum, but do not appear to have been severe enough to kill
large ash.
.
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4.

WIND

. Occasional windstonns have uprooted trees or broken them off above ground at various localities in the
Management Area. Such damage has nonnally been minor, with only a few trees being affected in any
one area. The most serious damage in recent y~ars occurred in Compartment 6 of Bago State Forest, in
November 1976, when about 100 trees were damaged over about io ha.
5.

GRAZING

The southern portion ofBago StateForest and parts ofMaragle State Forest are grazed by cattle in summer
time. The main fodder is snow grass and succulent herbs, together with some introduced grasses which
have become established (Anon. 1986a). "The low cattle stocking appears to be compatible with the area
and no significantgrazing damage to the forest environment is evident. Grazing probably has some benefit
in the seasonal reduction of grass fuel build-up." (Anon. 1980). The impact of grazing on the forest
regeneration process should be a subject for research.
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STAND STRUCTURE AND DEVELOPMENT

1.

BAGO STATE FOREST

Alpine ash areas, which cover 36 percent of the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area, can be
divided into five stand types on the basis of the sizes and ages of the trees currently present:
(a)

Essentially pure even-aged stands

These result mainly from clearfelling with seed trees and. post-logging treatment. The only extensive area
of this type is the 1917 Regeneration Area south ofPilot Hill, occupying 1,200 ha. Smaller patches exist
at various locations, particularly in the south-west portion of the forest, where the overstorey of mature
trees has been removed by cultural treatment or severe 'Yildfire. Logging overthe past 15 years, combined
with earlier thinnings, has tended to promote mixed-age groups.
(b)

Stands containing extensive areas ofyoung regrowth representing two or three
age-classes, overtopped with a sprinkling ofold-growth trees

Such stands are the result of one or two logging operations in the original stand, each sufficiently heavy
to permit the development of a substantial crop of regeneration, but not severe enough to be classed as
clear-felling in a single operation. The most extensive stand ofthis type is in the Granites area, first logged
in the late 1940s in accordance with the prescription of the 1939 Plan.
(c)

Areas logged in the past under lighter selection systems, whichformed small
regeneration gaps at each logging

Such areas with alonglogging history now presentastand with acomplex mixture ofsizes and age-classes,
ranging from small regeneration to large, older trees. This type ofstand is widely scattered throughout the
forest, and is expected to extend over most of the area of ash forest type, given successful fire suppression
and continuation of the present logging regimes based on tree vigour.
(d)

Areas of unlogged ash forest type generally containing a mixture ofage and size classes

This structure depends primarily on previous fire and storm history, which was usually complicated due
to the earlier prevalence of uncontrolled fires of varying severity. These stands are very limited in extent
and mainly occur in steep country in the northern part of the Burra Section.
Commercialforest types other than alpine ash on Bago StateForest (i.e. essentially the snow gum/mountain
gum, peppermint, mountain gum/manna gum and eurabbie types) cover 52 percent of the Management
Area and consist basically of the following:
1.

Stands heavily logged for all saleable logs and now containing mainly non-commercial
overmature trees and young regeneration. Such stands have a limited component of an
advance growth of trees less than 50-60 cm DBHOB at the time of logging.

2.

'Unlogged stands of limited extent, found mainly in the Burra section, with smaller patches
in the north-east extremity ofthe forest, and in steep country on the south-western edge ofthe
forest.
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Of these two categories, the heavily-logged stands are clearly predominant in area.
Non-commercial types include snow gum/black sallee and broadleaved sallee types, and treeless areas.
Types classified as lowland species are of low commercial value and usually only selectively logged, if
logged at all. These areas comprise 10 percent ofthe area. A further two percent is in Flora Reserves and
research areas.

'2.

MARAGLE STATE FOREST

Maragle State Forest is a mixture of predominantly heavily-logged alpine ash stands with large amounts
of regeneration, moderately heavily logged areas of other than pure ash type and lightly-disturbed forest
of non-ash types.
The logged and treated alpine ash stands contain varying stocks of seed trees and younger stems of
merchantable size which were retained, plus smaller sized stems and regeneration. The small areas of ash
forest type remaining unlogged are predominantly mature and over-mature even-aged stands with pockets
ofsmaller trees and regeneration. The alpine ash forest type constitutes 12 percent ofthe area ofthe forest.
Thelogged "otherhardwood" stands containmainly high defectmature to over-mature trees, with alimited
component of advance growth oftrees less'than 50-60 cm DBHOB at the time oflogging, plus pockets of
regeperation, similarto the heavily logged "otherhardwood" stands in Bago StateForest. Merchantability
in uhlogged "other hardwood" types varies with fire history, species composition and accessibility.
Productive "other hardwood" types constitute 69 percent of the State Forest area (Anon. 1986a).
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,REGENERATIO'N CONSIDERATIONS'

,1.

ALPINE ASH TYPE

Ash does not possess lignotubers, nor does it coppice successfully, but it is a prolific seeder and carries
a good reserve of seed in the crown. Maximum seed production is obtained from domina-nt and
co-dominant trees.
Seed-fall nonnally starts two years afterflowering. Peak seed shed occurs in wann weatherin late summer
to early autumn, although some occurs in all months. Aspect has an influence on the quantity of seed
produced. Stands onnorthern and western slopes havebeen shownby ~tudies in Victoria to produce almost
twice as much seed as similar stands on southern and eastern slopes (Grose 1960). Effective distance of
seed dissemination from seed trees is in the order of 40-50 m. Donnancy ensures that little seed will
genninate before the spring melt, with the main period of gennination being October to November.
Relatively small openings in the canopy allow the development ofsome regeneration but site disturbance
is necessary for the establishment of regeneration in quantity. In most cases the disturbance from nonnal
logging operations is considered sufficient to give an adequate stocking of regeneration for development
of at least 200 trees perhectare. However, the use of fire gives a more extensive seed bed and more dense
regeneration. On very grassy sites, limited logging openings (to minimise the creation of frost hollows)
and top disposal burning in autumn, to produce patches of favourable seed bed and to reduce grass
competition on the same patches, would appear desirable measures (Anon 1986b). Regeneration may be
inadequate on heavily compacted sites such as some log dumps and it is sometimes desirable to plant or
sow such sites and aid competition against blackberries and other weeds. Autumn sowing is desirable to
allow for natural stratification (breaking of seed donnancy) in spring.
Whether slash burning is generally desirable for future management is still unresolved. Studies in Victoria
have shown that seedlings sUlVive better in ash beds or aloose-surfaced soil seedbed than on hard bare soil.
Burning up to six or eight months before logging, or immediately afterwards, tends to produce dense
regeneration, whereas nonnallogging disturbance tends to produce regeneration at a more manageable
density (Grose 1960). Autumn burns are most effective in producing suitable seedbeds (Anon 1986b).
Amaximum spacing ofabout 80 mbetween retained seed trees is considered necessary to provide a partial
seed source for regeneration in the event of destruction of the developing crop, based on a 40 m seed
dissemination distance. At the other extreme, a minimum opening of 40 m is required for regeneration
development (Grose 1960). Seedlings do not develop successfully under the crowns of overstorey trees
and some culling may be necessary following logging operations to create openings of sufficient size to
pennit development
of regeneration.
,
Once established, the regeneration is unlikely to suffer significantly from competition from understorey
species; the understorey is characteristically light in this forest type, even when mature. An exception is
competition from blackberry which itself is stimulated by logging disturbance and canopy opening;
however, in the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area blackberries are largely confined to creek
. banks and more fertile basalt-derived soils. Browsingofregeneration by native animals is not aconsidered
a problem locally and damage by domestic stock is considered negligible.
Complete protection from fire is necessary for 20 to 30 years, as ash is very sensitive to scorch and will
usually die ifthe crown is killed, as it has neither a great ability to replace its crown by epicormic growth,
nor lignotubers. Frequent light fires thus favour regeneration of lignotuberous species over alpine ash
(Anon 1986b).
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2.

OTHER HARDWOOD TYPES

The other commercial eucalypts in the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area are ofthe type which
form epicormics if defoliated and which can coppice from lignotubers or small stumps. In a mixed ash!
hardwood stand, recurrent fires favour mountain gum and peppermint, since ash regeneration resulting
from a severe fire may be killed by a subsequent light fire, thus eliminating U1e species from the site. The
other species can withstand low intensity fires because of their coppicing ability.
These other species are also relatively shade tolerant, particularly E. radiata, and will readily form an
understorey to ash or occupy small gaps under the ash canopy. Their seeding is relatively poor, but
sufficient regeneration, much of it from coppice growth, can normally be obtained without any special
post-logging treatment
Current logging practice leaves a fairly continuous crown cover in other hardwood stands, but when
combined with some light burning after logging, provides adequate conditions for regeneration (based on
field observations). Where this regrowth is an important component of the stand, it would be necessary
to protect the stand completely from fire for several years to allow for its development (Anon. 1986a).
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HISTORICAL DATA

The process of establishment of monitoring procedures and methods for Ecologically Sustainable
Management (ESM) requires well organised baseline data. Historical growth data available for such a
study are mostly data collected for management purposes. The data were collected both at 'point in time'
as well as continuously over some intervals of time. They can be grouped into five categories:
Annual reports of management actions
Inventories/Assessments
Continuous Forest Inventory (CFD plots
Pennanent Growth Plots (POP) plots
Research plots

•
•
•
•
•

These data types are described in detail by Hatich et al. (in Turner (1996) - Appendix 1).
The time span covered by various growth data sources is shown in Figure 6 and Appendix 5.

Data distribution
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Figure 6. Time span covered by various historic growth data sources.
The ultifnate objective for data management in the establishment phase ofthis project is to collect. organise
and store every available piece ofinfonnation in digital fonnat and up to currentstandards. This historical
infonnation, stretching back in history more than 50 years, has great value to an ESM project in the short
and long tenn.
Apart from the research data and POP plots all other data sources have already been analysed for
management purposes. Reasons for the re-analysis are:
•
•
•
•

reduction of error caused by use of different volume fonnulae
extraction of forest growth infonnation over time
comparison of DBHOB distributions at various points in time
comparison and interpretation of data from different data sources.
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The main silvicultural indicator of sustainability has been, and still is today, sustainable timber yield. The
ratio between timber growth and cut was used primarily to determine how this renewable resource is being
managed. With this timber yield index foresters have compared other indicators which are more
descriptive of the change in the forest structure, such as different distributiqns (DBHOB, volume), spatial
distribution oftimber, height curves, mean annual increment (MAl), periodic annual increment (PAI), and
species ratios. These are still current and valid indicators, and should be called "the parameters for
describing forest timber production".
However, all of these indicators do not cover the changes in biomass production of the monitored forest
area. It is important to recognise constituent parts of the overall productivity of the forest; stem volume
is only one fraction ofthe net primary production ofa stand. Overtime, partitioning ofbiomass may change
(e.g. more may go into the understorey rather than the tree stems). Therefore. it is desirable to include Net
Primary Production as a new and more informative indicator in a monitoring strategy (D. Dore 1996, State
Forests of New South Wales, pers. comm.).
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THE MAPS

From 1939 to 1993 the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area has been mapped several times.
Table 8 presents the list of maps kept in State Forests of New South Wales records.

Table 8.

List of available maps of the Bago/Maragle Management Area.
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Table 8. (cont.)

The Hardwood Management Area is covered by a number of maps which result from the long history of
forest management. The oldest precise map which was used in management for a long period oftime was

created as a result of A.D. Lindsay's survey in 1939.
The following are details of the major map series covering the Bago/Maragle Management Area and are
used for forest management purposes today.
CMA 1:25000
Batlow
Cabramurra
Courabyra
Ravine
Talbingo
Tooma
Tumbanunba
Yarrangobilly
F.C. Maps on CMA 1:25 000 fonnat
Batlow
Cabramurra
Courabyra
Ravine
Talbingo
Tooma
Tumballlmba
Yarrangobilly
34
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F.C. 1:50000 Planimetric Fire Map Series
Batlow
Cabramurra
Tumbarumba
Yarrangobilly
Natmap 1:100 000
Yarrango~illy
Type maps 1:25 000

Species and volume types have been plotted over the entire Management Area at 1:25 000. The types on
Maragle State Forest have been mapped onto CMA transparencies. Those over Bago State Forest have
been drawn on a composite 1:25 000 overlay I showing only compartment boundaries and species/volume
type lines.
There are three sets of aerial photographs available for the Management Area. They are:
1961
1980
1982

Black and white
Black and white
Colour

1:35000
1:25000
1:15000

Runs 3-7
Runs 6-15
Runs 1-24

The development of a system for ESM monitoring requires a GIS database. Such a database should
contain the following layers of information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Contours
.spot heights
State Forest boundaries and other cadastra
Compartments
Forest types
Drainage/streams
Geology
Roading
Derived climatic layers
Digital elevation model
Derived terrain attributes
Locations of the plots from the former inventories

This database would be essential for the successful location of monitoring plots within the studied area.
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ANALYSIS OF SUSTAINABILITY OF FOREST YIELD
BASED ON HISTORICAL DATA

The goal in this phase of the project would be to assess the existing historical data and to compare the
indicators of forest production from the past and today. The following section is a brief description ofthe
objectives for this analysis.

Table 9.

Parameters planned to be analysed from historic data.

The two strata described in Table 9 are designed to give answers in relation to different man~gement
practices in different management sections and in different forest types. It can be seen in the history of
forest management of the Hardwood Management Area that both management sections and forest types
have been treated differently. For example the Regeneration Area in Bago State Forest was clear-cut in
1917, the Alpine Ash Area was always logged under the single and group selection system, the Granites
Area was cut under a shelterwood and group selection system, and so on. Forest types have been treated
differently as well. Alpine ash and mountain gum were treated for a long time as the only merchantable
species in the Management Area. In recenttimes this has changed and as a result some parts offorestnever
before harvested have now been harvested.
Results ofafull analysis are notyet available butsome summarised historical data are presented inFigure 7
and Table 10. These data illustrate that sawlog production has averaged about 25,000 m3 per annum frOm
World War 11 to the present although there was some variation in the actual volume cut each year. A
somewhatmore detailed analysis ofyields between 1940 and 1994is givenby Hatich etal. (inTurner 1996
- Appendix 1).
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Figure 7. Past timber production in Bago/Maragle Management Area (1924-1996).
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Table 10. Past timber production in Bago/Maragle Management Area - sawlogs (in 1000s of m3).
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STRATEGY FOR MONITORING ECOLOGICALLY
SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT

There are three ways to assess and monitor impact of human activities on natural resources (in this case,
forests):
To establish amonitoring system and monitor any changes occurring in the natural system as aresult .
of management practices.
To .compare historical information (if available) to today's situation in the same natural system.
To seek a similar natural system that has been essentially untouched by human activities under
similar environmental conditions, and assume that this particular system has been unaffected by
global changes such as climate change, increased DV radiation, pollution, etc. and monitor this
system parallel with the managed system.
.
In the search for appropriate methods in a case study of Bago/Maragle Management Area it would be
possible to test all of the methods described above. Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area has a
significanthistorical record and it has in its near neighbourhood more-or-Iess "untouched" similar natural
systems in Koscuisko National Park. The following section outlines proposed methods for monitoring the
dynamics and magnitude of the changes in the managed forests of Bago/Maragle.
Indicators to be developed for ESM monitoring purposes should in essence reflect four fundamental
characteristics of natural systems:
•

the cycling of water,

•
•

the cycling of nutrients;
the flow of energy; and

•

the role of species richness in the dynamics of the biotic component.

Having defined these indicators and after a·certain period ofmonitoring it should be possible to determine
with much greater certainty any decline or recovery in the ecological condition of the managed forests.
Two major indicators proposed to be monitored are Biodiversity (the richness ofspecies) and Net Primary
Production. Together with studying these indicators, a precise inventory of are~, forest types, hydrology,
climate, soils and geology should be undertaken.
.

1.

DEFINITION OF THE PROJECT AND ITS PARTS

An ESM project should be divided in several sub-projects:

(a)

Definition of the area and its characteristics

This sub-projectincludes aprecise soil and geology survey, installation ofmonitoring stations in the major
catchments for the collection of hydrological information, defInition of the similar forest area in the
adjacent National Park (including forest typing of the area), climate modelling, and establishment of the
GIS database. Soil sampling has in fact been initiated in the area, employing 28 research and permanent
growth plots (POPs) and 144 soil survey sites located in Bago and Maragle State Forests (Ryan et al. 1996,
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1997). These surveys used recent terrain analysis and GIS technology in sampling-design and provide a
framework for selecting anefficient and unbiased set ofreference sites. Turner et al. (l99~) describe water
quality sampling from many locations in Bago State Forest (hardwood and pine areas) over a short period.
(b)

Biodiversity monitoring

In order to monitor changes in animal biodiversity of the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Area, a
precise baseline inventory of wildlife presence, abundance and its spatial distribution has been conducted

in State Forest areas (see earlierdiscussion onFauna). However, this requires extension to include control
sites within Koscuisko National Park. Research into the effective monitoring of invertebrates, perhaps
using umbrella species, will also be required.
The ~nd topic in the program ofbiodiversity monitoring is vegetation. Detailed vegetation inventory

is required to build on preliminary work already done and to accompany the wildlife monitoring scheme.
Development ofthe program to monitorchanges in vegetation patterns should be part ofthe same scheme.
(c)

Net Primary Production (NPP) monitoring

For the initial period of this monitoring program it may be assumed that timber yield is a representative
of the NPP of the Management Area. Errors in this approach should be corrected in the future as the
monitoring program develops. The main reason not to start with the use of biomass production as an
indicatorofNPPfrom the beginningofthe monitoring program is the high cost ofobtaining data to develop
required biomass formulae. This work should be undertaken in the future as funds allow.

2.

ECOWGICAlLY SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENI' MONITORING - SAMPliNG
DESIGN

The proposed sampling design utilises intersections onthe 800m by 800 m grid for potential plotlocations.
This would be an extension of the grid used for CFI plots (over 11 years of measurement). Forest Types
147 (pure alpine ash), 148 (alpine ash/mountain gum), 140 (snow gum/mountain gum) and 131 (narrowleaf peppermint/mountain gumlmanna gum) (Anon 1989) should be sampled. These Forest Types are
those most affected by forest management in the Hardwood Management Area. The proposed number of
plots to be placed in the Bago/Maragle Hardwood Management Are~ alone (because as yet the extent of
these Forest Types in the nearby National Park is not well known) would be approximately 250. All of
these plots should be permanent. In the initial stage as many plots as possible would be surveyed and initial
data collected. These data would be used for the establishment of the GIS database.
The main reason for favouring a permanent plot design over a temporary plot design is empirical.
Permanent plots will give an ability to reliably monitor:

•
•
•
•
•
.•

growth
mortality
harvesting impact
ingrowth
stand structure development
competition.

The drawbacks of permanent plots include:
• inflexibility
• because they are visibly marked, they are not treated by harvesting contractors the same as
surrounding areas
• because of the high cost of maintenance they are usually not sampled at a sufficient intensity.
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Temporary plots are preferred for yield inventory because ofthe possibility of covering different sections
of forest every time the inventory is done. This requires the individual preparation of every inventory.
The proposed ESM grid ofpeImanent plots would be a combination ofthese two systems. This would be
a flexible system able to satisfy specific needs ofdifferent scientific fields..ESM is still in its early stages
and itis not completely known what will be monitored in the future. This grid system would offer adetailed
initial description ofthe studied area. It identifies such a large number ofplots available to be monitored
that the chance of mis-representation of the real forest parameters should be greatly reduced.
Disadvantages of a large number of plots include:
• they are expensive to re-measure;
• they require ongoing maintenance and resources; and
• there is a greaterprobability ofcollecting inaccurate data due to the repetitive nature ofthe work.
Therefore, the proposal here is that for yield/growth monitoring and/or any other special needs a small~r
subset ofplots would be sampled every time the monitoring is undertaken. The size ofthe sub-set would
depend on:
•
•
•
•

the subject of monitoring;
the financial resources available for a particular inventory;
human resources;
the time span between planned inventory and the most recent completed inventory.

These sub-sets ofplots couldbedesigned in adifferentmannerfordifferentpurposes (e.g. 10percent intensity
- stratified random sub-set for yield/growth monitoring), but each time the collected data would be added
to the GIS database. Over time it would be possible to build up a large quantity ofpoint data which could
be used for predictive spatial analysis. For example, the movement of particular animal species could be
compared with the harvesting treatments in time; or changes in size of a particular forest type area can be
monitored through time. Such a GIS database could also include remotely-sensed data which is
particularly suitable for monitoringtime variation inbiogeographical features and disturbance to the forest
cover.

3.

ECOWGICAILY SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENI' MONITORING - PWT DESIGN

ESM monitoring plots should be circular plots with an area of0.1 ha (radius = 17.84 m). Plots should be
marked in the field by use of a metal peg with the plot numberinstalled and painted with bright fluorescent
paint Distance from three prominent trees or other features (for example large stumps, or large rocks) to
the centre peg should be recorded to enable relocation if necessary. Tree numbers should be on small
stainless steel Dymo tags connected by wire to the trees below cutting height. A 10 cm long galvanised
nail should be nailed to the bark at 1.3 m height to ensure always the same height of measuring DBHOB.
Withiri the plot, all tree species should be measured, not only the commercial species. Small trees with
DBHOB below 10 cm should be measured following the "point-to-plant" method (Anon 1988)2.'

2 AnoIL

(1988). Permanent growth plotestablishment and measurement in native forests of the coast and tableland. For. Comm.

NSW. Unnumbered circular.
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The following is a list of the attributes proposed to be recorded.:

(a)

Permanent plot attributes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(b)

Changeable plot attributes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(c)

Measurement number
Measurement date
Recorder
Stand description
Stand dominant height (average of the five tallest trees in the plot)
Logging intensity'
Treatment type
Fire history
List of instruments used for measurement

Tree attributes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Plot number
Compartment number
Establishment date
Co-ordinates (in AMU)
Map sheet
Slope (degrees)
Aspect
Topography
Landform/landscape
Forest type
Rockcover
Logging history
Treatment history
Year of last fire before first measurement.
Fire severity

Tree number
Species
DBHOB
Usefulness
Vigour
Dominance (0)
. Crown quality (C)
Crown size (diameter, height)
Stem fonn (S)
Bole height
Log height
Hollows
Damage
Tree Status Code (TSC)
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4.

RE-MEASUREMENT OF PLOTS AND RECORDING OF REMOVALS

Re-measurements should'be recorded on processed print-outs of previous measurements.
Plots should be re-measured either:
•
•

Every five years if no harvesting operations take place
Up to six months prior to a scheduled operation and again after the operation.

The pre-operation measurement should record diameters, bole heights and log heights, with the postoperationmeasurement recordingdamage andtree status codes. These are treated as asingle measurement.
The next measurement would be due five years after the pre-operation measurement.
Full details of all trees removed and all products obtained need to be recorded to enable the calculation of
growth.
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CONCLUSION

Bago/.Maragle Hardwood Management Area represents high elevation southern tableland forest with a
long history of management and logging. The Area's long management history provides a range of
information necessary to study the long-tenn impact of forest management on forest health, productivity.
,'and biodiversity.
This present paper summarises infonnation on many aspects of the Management Area:
•
•
•
•

Location and geographical
Historical
Ecological
Silvicultural
Outline of Ecologically Sustainable Management monitoring strategy.

It is appropriate to quote Hobbs and Lefroy's (1992) message: "There are a number of unanswered
questions about what Ecologically Sustainable Management is, how it is done, its social, economical and
ecological impacts, etc. There are many differentviewpoints to this concept. The most important however
is to start developing detailed guidelines which will assist in developing ecologically sound management
practices while we still have enough time to do so."
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APPENDIX 1
MAP OF THE MANAGEMENT AREA
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APPENDIX 2
RAINFAU PATTERN ISOHYETS
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APPENDIX 3
GEOWGICAL MAP
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APPENDIX4
VEGETATION MAP
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